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The saying goes like this "Aim for the moon, if you miss at least you will be among the stars!
When it can´t be done ˘ do it. If you don´t do it, it will not be done.

A new idea can be either unfamiliar, or silly, or both. It can be judged by description, it ne

It´s exciting. It´s difficult and it´s fun. If it was easy anyone could do it. The film Citize

Backers could see what they were getting and he got the money. Without him doing it when it `c

You have them every day ˘ what will you do with yours? What stops you from pursuing yours? Fea

The person who doesn´t make mistakes is unlikely to make anything. Benjamin Franklin said ˆI h
All of them understood that failures and false starts are a precondition of success. It takes

It´s wrong to be right.
Being right is based upon knowledge and experience and is often provable. Knowledge comes from

Experience is found in solutions to old situations and problems. The old situations are probab

Experience is the opposite of being creative. If you can prove you´re right, you are set in st

Star being wrong and suddenly anything is possible. You are no longer trying to be perfect. Yo

Most people worry about suggesting stupid ideas because of what others will think. Yes, it´s a

Let´s dare to try new things, to aim high knowing that if we miss ˘ its ok we are closer to so

You should take a look at Internet Marketing, Forex Trading and other crazy ideas that everyon

Thanks for reading,
Your Rich Cousin
(Author and Business Success Story) Get the free e-book that got me started and helped me star
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